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PROTESTS AGAINST GOVERNMENT &
RBI MOVES AGAINST PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS
Chennai

Government and RBI have been announcing a
series of steps to undermine and privatize Public
Sector Banks. The attack on the Public Sector
banks are growing in all dimensions. They have
made 11PS Banks jointly with the Trade Unions
to sign a memorandum for a Turn Around Plan with
the Government for infusing Capital. The MOU
was signed under duress that if they had not
signed, the required capital would not have been
given before the close of the financial year ending
31st March 20170. It was almost making someone
yield to the demands at gunpoint.

The bad loans are increasing every quarter and it
has reached alarming proportion of more than
Rs.13 Lac Crores. No effective steps are being
taken to confront the defaulters and to recover the
loans. Everyone is also aware that bulk of the bad
loans is attributable to private corporate and
business enterprises. It is disheartening to note that
instead of recovering the bad loans from these
delinquents, all types of concessions are being
given to the defaulters and bad loans are being sold
away at cheaper price.
The Banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance,
2017was promulgated empowering the Reserve
Bank of India to direct banks to initiate insolvency
proceedings against defaulters.The ordinance,
which amends section 35A of the Banking
Regulation Act, 1949, will have to be placed in the
parliament for approval in the upcoming monsoon
session. It has inserted section 35AA and section
35AB in the Act. Under the provisions of the
ordinance, RBI can now designate one or more
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authorities to advise banks on dealing with the
problem of their non-performing assets. The law
will also empower RBI to set up sector related
oversight panels that will shield bankers from later
action by probe agencies looking into loan
recasts.With the enactment of amendment, RBI
will be able to give specific solutions with regard to
hair cut for specific cases and also, if required, look
at providing relaxation in terms of current
guidelines. RBI has made an oversight committee
to look into the process of cases referred to it by the
different banks. However, the ordinance does
nothing to remove the constraints that banks face
while taking commercial decisions about their loan
accounts. The road to resolution remains littered
with obstacles, even for the most ordinary of bad
debt cases. Can a regulator micro manage Banks?
The Banks Board Bureau had earlier announced
the Governance, Reward and Accountability
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Framework (GRAF), what is called a roadmap for
Public Sector Banks. GRAF sets to deal with
Board Composition and vacancies, Human
Resources Development, Investment in
Technology to reduce cost and enhance efficiency,
Stressed Assets Management and Capital
Assessment. It also talks about a code of conduct
and ethics, Compensation reforms, Relative
Performance Rating, Extension / Termination of a
whole time director etc. Further, the framework
abides by the guidelines of the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision on corporate governance
principles for banks. It will have far reaching effect
transforming the public Sector character of the
PSBs.
RBI then announced the revised Prompt Corrective
th
Action (PCA) framework on 13 April 2017.
Capital, asset quality and profitability continue to
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be the key areas for monitoring in the revised
framework. It says that the Indicators to be tracked
for Capital, Asset Quality and Profitability would
be CRAR/ Common Equity Tier I ratio, Net NPA
ratio, and Return on Assets respectively. Leverage
would be monitored additionally as part of the PCA
framework. It has set up different risk thresholds
for Capital, Asset Quality and Profitability and
declares that breach of any risk threshold set by it
would result in invocation of PCA. The Prompt
Corrective Actions range from Restriction on
dividend distribution/remittance of profits and
Higher provisions as part of the coverage regime to
Restriction on branch expansion; domestic and/or
overseas and Restriction on management
compensation and directors' fees, as applicable.
These steps were followed by the Deputy Governor
Shri Viral Acharya's declaration that it could be
time to reprivatise some of the nationalised banks
to prevent the throwing of good money after bad
banks in the form of persistent recapitalisation.
“Perhaps reprivatising some of the nationalised
banks is an idea whose time has come?” he said in
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a keynote address at an event organised by the
women's wing of the Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce and Industry. In all, the
deputy governor's five-point suggestion on
resolution of banks' current problems is for
allowing private capital raising, asset sales,
mergers, tough corrective action, and divestment.
The RBI Governor then declared, “As many have
pointed out, it is not clear that we need so many
public sector banks. The system could be better off
if they are consolidated into fewer but healthier
banks,”, delivering the Kotak Family
Distinguished Lecture at Columbia University. He
went on, “The weaker banks are losing market
share (and) that is a good thing,” Patel said. “The
stronger banks are gaining market share, which is a
good thing, particularly the private sector banks. In
a way, it is working; those who need to shrink are
shrinking.” The RBI governor said, “One of the
things that the public sector banks need to do is to
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raise private capital from the market and not
rely on government largesse,” adding that
state-owned banks have to share the burden
of recapitalization.
It appears that the Government and RBI
have set up a clear road map and the trade
Unions have to act quickly and in a very
comprehensive manner. AIBOC and UFBU
have taken note of the developments and
announced a series of protest actions.
It was decided to express our protest and
demand proper clarification from the
government as to whether the statements by
the RBI Governor and Dy. Governor are as
per government policy and decision or are
they just personal remarks of these
executives. The following agitation
programmes were decided:
1. UFBU letter to Finance Minister.
2. UFBU letter to Governor, RBI.
3. Demonstrations all over the country
on 09.05.2017 & 16.05.2017 at all
District Headquarters.
4. Postering campaign from 10.05.2017.
5. Badge wearing on 23.05.2017.
6. All India Strike if there is no
satisfactory response from the
Government.

Demonstration infront of RBI
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MAY DAY CELEBRATIONS

M

ay 1, the International Workers' Day
widely known as May Day is the symbolic
commemoration of the Haymarket affair,
which took place in Chicago, in the US, in 1886.For
years, the working class - often forced to work up to
16 hours a day in unsafe conditions - had been
fighting for an eight-hour workday. It ended in the
killing of at least two workers. Later 7 workers were
convicted with death penalty and one with life
imprisonment.
International Workers' Day is marked with
celebrations, protests, strikes and commemorations
around the world. In the US in 1971, as the war in
Farmers' Association joined the human chain
and narrated the sufferings of farmers. On behalf
of the SBOA Educational Trust, we have issued a
letter assuring 21 children of distressed farmers
who had committed suicide.
It was also a day of protest. Ever since the
opening of the clearing grid in Chennai, RBI has
been compelling officers to work on holidays. It
was not different on May Day as RBI once again
compelled Officers to work on May day despite
the Bank, at our request appealed RBI to change
it. Thus to register our protest, AIBOC
demonstrated in front of RBI on 1st May
immediately after the human chain in Besant
Nagar.
Vietnam continued under the presidency of Richard
Nixon, protests in Washington, DC, spanned several
days and included civil disobedience against the war.
In 2016, large May Day protests and marches were
held in countries across the world. In the Turkish city
of Istanbul, protesters marched to the iconic Taksim
Square.
AIBOC and SBIOA(CC) observed the day as Save
Public Sector, Save Farmers, Save India day. It was a
day to stand in solidarity with the suffering farmers.
To mark the occasion, a human chain was formed in
the Besant Nagar Beach.
ShriBalakrishnan, President of the Tamil Nadu
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SBIOA(CC) ELECTION 2017-20
nd

On 2 April, the Executive Committee of our
Association unanimously decided to hold
the organizational election of our
Association for the triennial period 2017-20
. An election Committee comprising 7
members headed by Com M S
Ravichandran, AGM, RBU, LHO, Chennai
was appointed.
Com.K.Sankaravadivel, Chief Manager,
RBO 3 AU, Chennai Zone I; Com. S.
Ramesh, Chief Manager, MIS, LHO Chennai
; Com. SasthaSelvaraj, Chief Manager, ITSS,
LHO Chennai; Com. C. Mahalingam,
Manager, Villivakkam; Com. T.Mohan,
Deputy Manager, PPG, LHO Chennai and
Com. A.M. Giridharan, Deputy Manager,
LHO Chennai were the other members of the
Committee.
th

Filing of Nomination started on 5 April and
direct/ mobile polling was conducted on
27th& 28th April. Nearly 90% of the comrades
exercised their franchise. Counting of votes
th
was taken up on 30 April in our institute at

Mercantile Plaza. After counting of votes, the
Election Committee declared all the existing
Executive Committee members who
contested under Com Thomas Franco
Rajendra D evelected.
All the Module Office bearers were elected
unanimously as there was no contest. For
the 11 Circle Posts, other than the team
lead by Com Franco 10 other candidates
filed their nominations and later one
candidate withdrew it leaving 9 of them to
contest. The team lead by Com Franco was
elected with nearly 90% votes.
SBIOA(CC) thanks all the comrades who
have participated in the election process
and the election committee for their tireless
work, sacrificing their quality time amidst
their tight Office works to complete the
election process in a smooth and fair
m a n n e r. C o m r a d e s w h o w o r k e d a s
volunteers and travelled to different places
sacrificing their leave also deserve our
thanks and gratitude.

THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATES ARE ELECTED

Circle Office Bearers
President [Post-1]
Name of the candidate

Branch

Krishnan A

CCPC, Chennai

Votes
Polled

Result

3442

Elected

Votes
Polled

Result

3380

Elected

Vice President [Post-1]
Name of the candidate

Branch

Balaji R

RBO IV,chennai
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General Secretary [Post-1]
Name of the candidate

Branch

Thomas Franco RajendraDev

ZO Chennai

Votes
Polled

Result

3341

Elected

Votes
Polled

Result

Dy General Secretary [Post-5]
Name of the candidate

Branch

Mohan M

Stat Rd Egmore

3508

Elected

Rajaram K

Ashok Nagar

3394

Elected

Senthi Kumar T

CAC, Chennai

3359

Elected

Sundararaman M

LHO Chennai

3372

Elected

TamilventhanSubramaniam

LCPC Chennai

3263

Elected

Votes
Polled

Result

3429

Elected

Treasurer [Part-1]
Name of the candidate
Shanmugam M

Branch
AO Chennai Z II

Dy. Treasurer [Part-2]
Name of the candidate

Branch

Santhi S
ThulasiMadhavaraj S S
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Votes
Polled

Result

Siruserri

3436

Elected

Annasalai

3408

Elected
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CHENNAI MODULE 1

CHENNAI MODULE 2

Candidates elected unopposed

Candidates elected unopposed

Regional Secretary [Part-1]

Regional Secretary [Part-1]

Joseph Varghese Arackapadan

RBO-II, CHENNAI

1

Dy. Regional Secretary [Part-3]

Ravichandran A

AO Chennai Z II

Dy. Regional Secretary [Part-3]

1

Mohan P

Perambur

1

Gunasegaran N

RASECPC Puducherry

2

Prakash S

Chinmayanagar

2

Muralidharan Mammliyath

ACPC, MRC Nagar

3

Ravi Kumar Jayaraman

MC Reg, Chennai

3

NithishAndreyya Raja Singh

AO Chennai Z II

Chennai -1 Zone-I- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Thirumal Rao G

6th AVN, Anna nagar

Chennai -2 Zone-II- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Chennai -1 Zone-II- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Thiagarajan Ethiraj

SMECC, CHENNAI

Manimaran S

CAG., Chennai

1

Ramesh Kannan

Mookandapalli

1

Sivaramakrishnan Paramasivam

Mugappair

1

Sampathkumar Subramaniam

RBO, VELLORE

Neelamegan A C

Neyveli

Kamakodi G

Kancheepuram

Chennai-2 Puducherry - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Chennai-1 Vellore - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

SMECCC Ekkattuthangal

Chennai-2 Kancheepuram - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]

Chennai-1 Tiruvallur - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

DheenadayalanAnnamalai

Chennai -2 Cuddalore - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]

Chennai-1 Dharmapuri - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Balaji Ngr, Chennai

Chennai -2 Zone-II- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]

Chennai -1 Zone-III- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Shanthi R

Mounissamy G

RBO-5 Puduchery

Chennai-2 Tiruvannamalai - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

M Elancheziyan VS Mariyappan

RBO-6 Tiruvannamalai

Chennai-1 Vellore - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

SampathkumarSubramaniam
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COIMBATORE MODULE

MADURAI MODULE

Candidates elected unopposed

Candidates elected unopposed

Regional Secretary [Part-1]

Regional Secretary [Part-1]

Selvaraj Govindarajan

RBO-I, Coimbatore

1

Joseph Stalin J

Dy. Regional Secretary [Part-3]

AO Madurai

Dy. Regional Secretary [Part-3]

1

Chakravarthi Balaji

RACPC Coimbatore

1

Senthil Ramesh Arunachalam C T Complex

2

Periasami A

Gobichettipalayam

2

Pitchai K

MaduraiKamaraj University

3

Rajavelu R Ramasamy S

DAC, Coimbatore

3

SEKAR M

CCPC Madurai

Coimbatore Zone-I- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Mohanan Bhuthalingom Pillay

ZO Coimbatore

Madurai Zone-I- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Coimbatore Zone-II- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Vetrivelan V

SECC,Coimbatore

Muralidaran Gobichettipalayam

Sathymanglam ADB

1

Shanmugam R

Udhagamandalam

1

RASECPC,Salem

Coimbatore -Tirupur - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Murugesan Mariappan
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West Tower Street, Madurai

Selvaraj T

Neikkarapatti

Madurai - Kanyakumari -Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Coimbatore -Salem Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1 Gunalan Sukirtharaj Kittu

Philip Raj Peter

Madurai - Dindigul - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]

Coimbatore -Udhagamandalam -Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

RASECC, Madurai

Madurai Zone-II- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]

Coimbatore -Erode - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Jeeva J

Vanitha K

Kottar

Madurai - Tirunelveli - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Ramnath R

St.Xaviers' College

Madurai - Virudhunagar - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

ChandrarajanThavasilingam

Sivakasi
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TIRUCHIRAPALLI MODULE

FEEDBACK

Candidates elected unopposed
Regional Secretary [Part-1]
1

Asok M

Tiruchirapalli

Dy. Regional Secretary [Part-3]
1

JayasankarVeerabadran

PalakkaraiTrichy

2

Selvaraj K

RASECC,Tiruchirapalli

3

Venkatramanan T

Melachintamani

Trichy Zone-I- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1.

Nagappan C T

Turaiyur

Trichy Zone-II- Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1.

Pandian S

Kulithalai

Trichy - Nagapattinam - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Gurunathan Kaliyaperumal

Mannargudi

Trichy - Pudukottai - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Ravishankar N

Tirumayam

Trichy - Thanjavur - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1 Ravichandran S

Thanjavur

Trichy - Sivaganga - Zonal Secretary [ Post-1]
1

Vellayampillai A K A

Manamadurai
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YOU SHOULD KNOW
 PBBU: SBI Car Loan Scheme. The 100%
Finance Scheme is discontinued wef
01.04.2017 as the impact of demonetization is
waning and Auto Loan market is on recovery
path.
NBG/PBU/AL-CARLOANS/1/2017 -18 dated
Saturday,April 01,2017.
 The commission payable to our outsourced
agencies viz Home Loan Counselors (HLCs),
Home Loan Advisors (HLAs), Marketing
Consultants (MCs), Marketing Associates (MAs)
and SBI Cap Securities Ltd. (SSL) is revised
upwardly .
NBG/RE,H&HD-HLC/MC/3/2017 – 18,
Monday, April 03,2017.
 The financial.quantitative parameters heve been
reviewed while reviewing the Loan Policy for the
year 2017-18. Where a unit has not obtained
minimum scores in Financial Risk (FR),
Business & Industry Risk (BR) and
Management Risk (MR) under CRA, separate
approval is not required to be sought.
However, in case any variance from the
desired/ acceptable levels of quantitative
p a r a m e t e r s a n d m i n i m u m s c o re s i n
FR/BR/MR under CRA are to be discussed in
the loan proposal and justifications/mitigation
are to be placed before the sanctioning
authority for taking informed decision.
CCO/CPPD-ADV/4/2017–18,Monday,April
03,2017.
 SBI Shoppe', launched in 2003-04, was devised
to finance artisans, small industrial and tiny
sector units and industry related small scale
service enterprises for acquiring hops/premises
and starting various types of service centres upto
a maximum limit of Rs. 20 lacs. The Scheme is
discontinued with effect from 1st April 2017.
NBG/SMEBU-DISCON/2/2017–18 Monday,
April 03,2017.
 Financing of Restaurants', launched in 2005, was
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devised to finance restaurants and fast food
chains with pricing based on the Scoring Model.
While reviewing the product recently, it was
st
decided to discontinue the scheme wef 1 April
2017.
NBG/SMEBU-DISCON/1/2017–18,
Monday,April 03,2017.
 In order to comply with the revised IRDAI
Regulations, it has been decided by SBI Life to
withdrawn the existing “Rinn Raksha” Product
(UIN: 111078v02) and launch a new version of
“Rinn Raksha” Product (IRDA License No.UIN:
111N082V03) with effect from 1st April, 2017.
NBG/PBU/MCS-MCS/2/2017–18,Friday,April
07,2017
 The existing policy in respect of RU/SU
assignment has been reviewed and the Central
Board in its meeting held on the 30th March,
2017 has accorded approval that no additional
RU/SU requirement is required for promotion to
SM IV effective from PY 2017-18 onward. 2
Years of RU/SU service in MMGS III is
sufficient.
CDO/P&HRD-CM/3/2017–18Monday, April
10,2017.
 Accordingly, all borrowing units which are in
operation need to submit their ABS to the Bank
with in 6 (six) months of close of the Financial
Year (F.Y.) i.e. last ate for submission of ABS will
be 30th September if F.Y. closes on 31st March.
Non submission of Audited financials within the
prescribed timelines would attract penal
provisions as per extant instructions.
CCO/CPPD-CPP/16/2017 – 18, Saturday,April
29,2017.
 The sanction of a home loan will be valid for 3
months (including PAL) from the date of
sanction. In case the loan remains undisbursed
during the validity period, the applicant will be
required to seek revalidation of sanction.
However, the interest rate in the account will be
11

as applicable as on the date of first disbursement.
NBG/RE,H&HD-HL/5/2017 – 18 Wednesday,
April 19,2017
 In respect of SMEBU credit proposals, it has been
decided to remove the intervening layer of
Regional Credit Committee in the
recommendation process and instead allow the
RM(ME) to present the proposals directly to the
ZCC.
It has also been further decided that credit
proposals seeking approval/review/ renewal or

enhancement up to 20% in exposure (FB +NFB)
be directly placed before the sanctioning
authority, i.e. CCC-II/CCC-I bypassing ZCC.
However, sanction proposals to new units/
connections or seeking enhancements beyond
20% in exposure (FB+NFB) for existing units be
continued to be routed through ZCC before being
placed before the sanctioning authority, i.e. CCCII/ CCC-I for sanction.
NBG/SMEBU-SME ADVANC/3/2017 -18
Thursday, April 06,2017.

Members Meet Madurai

Have you displayed Association posters?
Have you displayed circulars in a notice board?
Are you sharing our pamphlets and books with customers?
“Compendium of Customer Information”?
Have your downloaded our Circle Association’s App.

Download our App “ SBIOACC” by
going to “ playstore” for android
phones and “ istore” in iphones.
Log in with your PF number as ID
and use your date of birth in
yyyymmdd as your password.

HOMAGE
Com. Murugesan K, Asst. Manager Trichy
Main passed away on 15.05.2017 at
Trichirapalli. May his soul rest in peace.
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UNITY ENCLAVE
The appropriate authority has
accorded the approval for
extension of the moratorium of
our SBIOACC Unity Enclave
Housing Project from Jan 2017
to June 2017. Hence the
repayment will start from July
12

LEGAL CORNER
WHETHER CAMPUS RECRUITMENT BY
PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS HOLD
CONSTITUTIONAL VALIDITY?
For many years since 2006, the Public Sector
Banks adopted a policy to directly recruit for
various jobs. It was aimed to attract young
talent who were academically as well as
technically well qualified to manage the
technology development introduced in the
Banking Sector and to be in the race of
competition. It was also used to recruit
Specialists in different subjects.
PSBs were approaching only premier
institutions for their need thereby depriving
others who were equally good but studying in
lesser known institutions. This process of
selection had resulted in discrimination and
denied equal opportunity guaranteed under
the constitution.
In the case of Ms.SonaliPramodDhawade
versus Central Bank of India in the Bombay
High Court – Aug.2013 –
Held: The campus interview method violated
the fundamental rights guaranteed under
Article 14 (Equality before Law) and Article 16
(Equality of opportunities in matters of public
employment) of the Constitution. It said that
such a method would also be unfair to citizens
no longer pursuing education in any college or
institution, much less the specified ones
where the recruitment process was being
conducted. Nearly all Maharatna PSUs and
public sector banks employ middle level
officers who can be groomed for specialised
profiles through campus visits to top
engineering and business schools.
In August 2013, the Apex Court dismissed a
review petition against the Bombay High
Court order related to a plea in a case held that
the permanent vacancies in public
employment to be filled by inviting
applications from the public at large.
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The High Court of Madras had banned
campus recruitment by PSUs in an order
dated September 7, 2015. The court made
the order while hearing a 2014 petition, which
said that when PSUs recruit from campuses of
premium or private colleges, students from
government institutes get excluded from the
process.
Though the final judgment of the High Court of
th
Madras declined to affirm the ban dated 7
September 2015 saying that “campus
recruitment by PSUs” is necessary to compete
with multi national companies, it failed to cut
much ice with the Legal Affairs Department,
which reiterated its May 2015 stand and said
that the court had overlooked Supreme
Court's decision to uphold a Bombay High
Court order of April 2013 that the campus
interview mode “trampled the fundamental
rights” of other candidates. “Article 141 of
the Constitution provides that the law
declared by the Supreme Court shall be
binding on all courts within the territory of
India,” the department said.
The Ministry's Department of Legal Affairs
reaffirmed that “campus recruitment by PSUs
in view of the decision of the High Court of
Madras dated September 7, 2015 may be
questioned as an unconstitutional way of
recruitment to public employment” and may
amount to “discrimination”.
It is expected that the Government will soon
stop campus recruitment by public sector
undertakings (PSUs), including banks,
following advice from the Law Ministry that
the selection process violated the Constitution
and went against a Supreme Court ruling.
It is an eye opener for the Public Sector
Undertakings/Public Sector Banks to give
opportunity to all the public at large in
recruitment of personnel for the jobs in
PSU/PSBs.
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The Banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017: A Critique
By E.A.S. Sarma | Guest Blog | May 8, 2017/ Madhyam.org.in
The recently issued Banking Regulation provided different forms of debt recast concessions
(Amendment) Ordinance is perceived by many as a but each such concession has only further
magic bullet to resolve the NPA crisis that has incentivised malfeasance and accentuated the
overtaken the banking sector in India. The problem, not mitigated it.
Ordinance authorises the Reserve Bank of India To appreciate why this happens, one should
(RBI) to initiate insolvency resolution in respect of recognise the circumstances under which the public
a defaulting company under the Insolvency and sector banks function. In the crony capitalist
Bankruptcy Code, 2016, to issue directions to banks environment that prevails today, it is the influential
to resolve their stressed assets and institute corporate entities that dictate the terms and any
committees to “advise” banks on resolution of banker who insists on prudence in the matter of
stressed assets.
sanctioning loans is likely to invite the wrath of the

While the Ordinance certainly empowers the RBI to
initiate insolvency proceedings against the
defaulters, it also erodes RBI's role as an
independent regulator by involving it as a facilitator
and an adviser in the process of dealing with the
defaults.
The Gross Non-Performing Assets (GNPA) of the
public sector banks (PSBs) have surged to a mind
boggling level of Rs 6,14,870crores, which, on the
average, constitute 11% (GNPA Ratio) of their
Gross Advances. RBI's Financial Stability Report
suggests that the GNPA Ratio may increase to
12.5% this year and 12.9% next year, which could
increase further “under a severe stress scenario”.
Adding to these woes has been the adverse impact
of demonetisation on many SMEs. Certainly, it is
high time that the government does everything
within its ability to tackle this crisis on a war
footing. To this extent, the Ordinance issued is
welcome but it can at best be a palliative, not a
lasting cure.
To understand the genesis of the NPA problem, one
should analyse the factors that have contributed to
this unprecedented situation.
Macro-economic forces that lie beyond the control
of the loanees could explain the NPAs to some
extent, not fully. Lack of prudence in sanctioning of
loans and outright fraud in some cases cannot be
ruled out. Once there is a loan default in the case of a
large corporate entity, the bankers have often
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rulers.
It is in public knowledge that about 50 to 100
influential corporate defaulters are the major
contributors to the NPA crisis. Had the government
and the RBI dealt with them firmly on time, the
crisis would not have arisen in the first instance.
Many of them, despite their negative debt service
capability, have continued to receive acreages
containing valuable natural resources such as
hydrocarbons, coal and other minerals and scarce
resources such as spectrum. Having taken credit for
“successfully” auctioning those resources, the
government will now find itself in a tight corner to
allow the RBI, in pursuance of the latest Ordinance,
to initiate “insolvency resolution process” against
any of those corporate entities.
There is another factor that has weakened the
functioning of the banking sector in general and the
public sector banks in particular. That revolves
around the way the regulatory environment has
evolved and the conflict-of-interest situation that
pervades the banking sector.
For example, the composition of RBI's Central
Board, as envisaged under Section 8 of the RBI Act,
is somewhat open ended and, if one were to look at it
as it stands today, some members of the Central
Board are also a part of the management of the
institutions that RBI is required to regulate. There
are some who are concurrently on the Boards of
corporate entities which are perhaps a part of the

14

NPA problem itself. A senior member of the RBI on
the other hand sits on the Board of the SBI which is
the largest public sector bank in India and has to its
credit NPAs totallingupto more than Rs
1,00,000crores. Under these circumstances, it is
difficult to expect the RBI to function as an
independent regulator.
While the government is no doubt the majority
shareholder of the public sector banks, the fact that
the officers of the government sit on the Boards of
the PSBs can sometimes raise questions of conflict
of interest, especially in an environment in which
there is an unholy nexus between the corporates and
the government.
The concept of “independent” directors, as
envisaged in the Companies Act, is intended to
ensure good corporate governance in the banks in
the interests of the shareholders. In practice,
however, this concept has degenerated into
arbitrariness leading to non-professionals, often
having questionable political affiliations, being
appointed as independent directors of many PSBs.
This has eroded prudence in decision making in
many public sector banks.
To address the vexatious problem of NPAs in the
banking sector, the government will therefore have
to examine the need to remove the conflict-ofinterest situations in the sector by amending the
relevant laws. The government will also have to
bring in an attitudinal change in its relationship with
the management of the public sector banks.
More important than all these changes is that the
government should realise the long-term cost of
crony capitalism. If the banking industry is to
function in good health, the RBI should emerge as
an independent regulator without being hampered
by conflicts of interest and the public sector banks
should function as professional financial
institutions insulated from the whims and the
fancies of the political leadership. Unless the
government proceeds quickly to bring in such
changes, the impact of the latest Ordinance will
remain short-lived.
E. A. S. Sarma is former Secretary (Economic
Affairs), Ministry of Finance, Government of India
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RETIREMENTS
APRIL - 2017
S/Shri Name

Designation Branch

Regular
1 Com.Baskaran Manuel

CM

MCRO, Chennai

2 Com.Gangadaran S

DM

Melsanankuppam

3 Com.Gopalakrishnan
Chandrasekaran

DM

CCPC Coimbatore

4 Com.Hema K

AGM

MCRO, Chennai

5 Com.Joseph Nirmal S

MGR

CAC Erode

6 Com.Kamaraju V

DM

Pondicherry

7 Com.Kannan R

CM

LHO Chennai

AM

Ambattur

8 Com.Loganathan R K
9 Com.Mani P

MGR

SMECC, Chennai

10 Com.MANI P

DM

LHO Chennai

11 Com.Mohan G

AGM

LHO Chennai

12 Com.Mohan P

AGM

LHO Chennai

13 Com.Moorthy G

AM

ZO Coimbatore

14 Com.Muniandi N

CM

LHO Chennai

15 Com.Nagaiah T

AGM

LHO Chennai

16 Com.Padmanabhan S

MGR

LHO Chennai

17 Com.Pandian Raman

DM

SECC,Coimbatore

18 Com.Periyasamy P

AGM

LHO Chennai

19 Com.Prabhakar K S

AGM

LBO Tuticorin

20 Com.PuthurKuttan Anthony

CM

Gudalur

21 Com.Raghunathan N

CM

RBO-I, Chennai

22 Com.Raja Doraiswamy

DM

SME, Coimbatore

23 Com.Ramesh Kumar S

AGM

LHO Chennai

24 Com.Ramesh S

DM

Madipakkam

25 Com.Raphael A V

DM

Anna Nagar West

26 Com.Ravichandran G

DM

Rajapalayam

27 Com.Regi Daniel Yesudason

AM

DAC Madurai

28 Com.Sampath B

MGR

MCRO, Chennai

29 Com.Sankaralingam S

MGR

RBO-IV, Coimbtore

30 Com.Selvan J

CM

RBO Vellore

31 Com.Selvaraj R

AGM

LHO Chennai

32 Com.Soundararajan R

CM

Harur

AM

LIB Chennai

33 Com.Srinivasan Krishnasamy R
34 Com.SriramamurthyDarbha

MGR

RBO, Pondicherry

35 Com.SurendraBabu B.K.

DM

Nungambakkam

36 Com.Swaminathan S

AGM

LHO Chennai

37 Com.ThangaveluPandurangan

DM

Saidapet

AM

RACPC Coimbatore

38 Com.V Vijayalakshmi K
R Venugopala
39 Com.Vasudevan A S
40 Com.VelrajLakshmanan

MGR
DM

RBO-I Madurai
RBO-I, Coimbatore

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades
a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE MANAGEMENT
REF: ORG/23/2017

03.05.2017

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai
Dear Sir,
COMPENSATION PACKAGE FOR LATE
SITTING BEYOND OFFICE HOURS &
COMPENSATION FOR WORKING ON
HOLIDAYS, SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS
With reference to the above, please refer to our letter
no. ORG/17/2017 dated 28/03/2017. We have stated
the circumstances under which Officers have been
forced to work on holidays and for working beyond
office hours and requested you to arrange for payment
of compensation.
Meanwhile, the bills submitted by our Officers
@Rs.3000/- per day for working beyond office hours
during the period of demonetization have not been
paid by many branches. The joint custodians who
worked on holidays also have not been paid Rs. 6000/per day which is a scientific figure arrived by

Corporate Centre. It is pertinent to note that the Award
staff have already been paid overtime for the same
period. When the subordinates have been paid, the
supervisors have not been paid which is leading to a lot
of frustration.
Though we have requested for payment of
compensation in such a way that the amount of
compensation is at least 150% of the overtime wages
paid to award staff, the amount of Rs.3000/- per day
claimed by Officers is much lower than that.
Similarly, in the CCPCs where overtime is paid to
Award Staff on holidays, the Officers be paid
Rs.6000/, as Award staff are paid overtime.
Sir, We therefore request you to kindly advise
branches appropriately for payment of compensation
c l a i m e d b y o ff i c e r s d u r i n g t h e p e r i o d o f
demonetization for which the award staff have already
been paid. The frustration is mounting which may
force us to go for organizational action.
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

WEDDING BELLS
Are you receiving the
“Daily Thoughts”?
If not, please register
yourself as a member
of
sbioacc@googlegroup
s.com, with any of
your
e-mail ID other than
SBI mail ID. For news
& events every day
send mail to
sbioacc_study@google
groups.com
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Chi. K. Vijayanirmal S/o Com. M.
Karunanidhi, Dy. Manager, RBO-I
Chennai married M. P. Saranya on
Sunday 02.04.2017 at Coimbatore.
Chi. G. Mathukumar S/o P. Alagar, MGR,
Chennai married Sow. A. MonishaUma on
09.04.2017 at Pollachi.
Sow.S.Niranjini, Dy.Mgr, Madurai branch
married Chi.Anand S on 10.04.2017 at
Chennai.
Sow. BinitaZipporah D/o Ebeneezer
Masilamoney, DM, CAG , Chennai weds
Chi. C. Sundarraj on 21. 04. 2017 at
Coimbatore.
Chi.RukeshKadir S/o Kadirvelu S, CM
LHO married Swathi K on 24.04.2017 at
Chennai.
Chi.V.Saravanaraja, BM, Kottur Branch
married Sow Sampathkumari A on
24.04.2017 at Tirunelveli.

Chi.ShreyasR S/o. Ravichandran A, CM,
AU Chennai II, Reg Sec. Chennai II
married Gomathi J@Harshini on
30.04.2017 at Chennai.
Chi. RaamKishore , S/o. Sudakaran P,
Mgr, LHO married Bharathi R on
01.05.2017 at Villupuram.
Sow. B Jananee, D/o. Bhaskaran K, Mgr,
RBO Vellore married Kannan M P, on
01.05.2017 at Chennai.
Chi. Vishnu V K, PO Anuvijay
Townshipmarried Sow. Jeeshma J U on
07.05.2017 atNagercoil.
Sow. Lakshmi TR D/o Radhakrishnan, DM
K a n a k k a n p a t t i a n d B a b y, D M ,
Bodinayakanur married Bharath R on
08.05.2017 at Chennai.
Chi. P. Gautham, S/o P. Prabhu, AM,
Vellakoil weds Sow. B. Akkasayah on
14.05.2017 at Trichy.

SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life
to the newly wedded couples.
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BANKING BRIEFS
n State Bank of India, the nation's largest banking and
financial services provider, unveiled on 7th April,
2017, its new brand identity, designed to position SBI
as a modern, progressive bank, ready to meet the
financial needs of all Indians. While the legendary
SBI monogram has been the de-facto symbol of State
Bank of India, combining it with the abbreviated SBI
word mark was pivotal to the new identity. It made the
brand more concise, modern and approachable,
infusing new energy, while retaining its core values.
n Not more than 35% of the total agriculture loan is
directed to small and marginal farmers though they
hold more than 70% of the country's farmland,
banking sources said. A large number of these farmers
still take loans from money-lenders and not from the
formal banking channel, resulting in farmers' suicide
and distress.
n With the merger, SBI has leaped into the league of top
50 banks globally in terms of assets. It now boasts of a
balance sheet size of 41 lakh crore, 277,000
employees, 500 million customers and more than
22,500 branches and 58,000 ATMs. The merged entity
will have about one-fourth of the deposit and loan
market in the country.
n CRA says banks may be saddled with an additional Rs
1.57 lakh crore of bad loans, taking the gross nonperforming assets (NPAs) of the banking sector to
over 10 percent by the end of FY18.
n The government will open its divestment account for
the financial year 2017-18 on Wednesday with up to
10 percent stake sale in National Aluminium
Company Ltd. (Nalco) and may mop up over Rs 600
crore. The promoters (government owns 74.58
percent and the rest with the public) will sell 5 percent
aggregating 9.67 crore equity shares, through an offer
for sale (OFS), the company said in a stock exchange
filing. Nalco has an option to divest an equal quantity,
it added.
n From FY2017 onwards banks will need to provide
new disclosures where the shortfall in provisions as
per RBI norms exceeds 15% of the reported net
income and/or there is 15% difference between the
reported gross NPAs and RBI-assessed gross NPAs.
n According to a recent McKinsey & Company report,
more than half of the 3.9 million people employed in
the Indian IT sector will become “irrelevant” in the
next three to four years.
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n Dhanlaxmi Bank, the oldest private sector bank in
Kerala, which has faced some crises in the recent past,
may face fresh troubles following the decision of
Federal Bank and Kerala State Financial Enterprises
(KSFE) to curb financial deals with it.Federal Bank, in
a circular to all its branches and credit hubs, has asked
them to stop discounting bills drawn under Letter of
Credit by Dhanlaxmi Bank till further instructions.
n After plunging to an over six- decade low of 5.08 per
cent in fiscal 2017, bank credit inched up to 5.53 per
cent in the fortnight to 14 April, according to the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) data. The low credit
growth during last few months was due to high bad
debt and almost nil corporate demand for loans.For
the fortnight ended on 14 April 2017 bank credit stood
at Rs. 76.32 lakh crore, up 5.53 per cent from Rs.72.32
lakh crore in the week to 15 April 2016. At the end of
this year (March 31, 2017), banks' outstanding credit
stood at Rs. 78.82 lakh crore as against Rs. 75.00 lakh
crore as on March 31, 2016. In absolute term, the
growth of bank-credit was only Rs 3.82 lakh crore
which is the lowest since the year 1954.
n Weak state-run banks like Indian Overseas Bank,
IDBI Bank, Bank of India and Union Bank of India are
in for regulatory action if the tightened prompt
corrective action (PCA) is implemented properly,
warns S&P in a report.“If the norms were applied to
reported numbers for December 2016, among the
banks rated by us, Indian Overseas Bank is in risk
threshold 3; IDBI Bank is in risk threshold 2; and
Bank of India and Union Bank of India are likely be in
risk threshold 1;” S&P credit analyst GeetaChugh said
on Tuesday.
n The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Tuesday asked
banks to make higher provisioning for loans to the
telecom sector, which is facing financial stress, and
closely monitor their exposure to avoid any adverse
impact on businesses. The sector has a debt of about
Rs4.6 lakh crore even as it is faces pressure on
revenues and profitability in the wake of cut-throat
competition following entry of Reliance JioInfocomm
Ltd.
n Indian banks are expected to report record provisions
for the quarter ended March due to lack of bad loan
restructuring deals and the Reserve Bank of India
ruling out any regulatory leniency on norms, industry
watchers say. Bulk of the asset quality concern is
arising out of old non-performing assets (NPAs) that
remain un-provided for.
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A FITTING RESPONSE
Your General Secretary Com Franco's
response to an article that appeared in “The
Mint” promoting privatization of PSBs.
To:Views@livemint.com
The Editorial of your paper dated 3rd May
2017, the article of Mr. Tamal on 2nd May
2017 and another article today by Mr.
Manasare outrageous. If you want to show
any semblance of neutrality expected of a
newspaper kindly publish the arguments of us
too. I am sending herewith two press releases
and articles which you should publish for a
public debate. Can your writers reply to the
following questions without bias?
1. Could the Govt achieve 28 Crore Jandhan
accounts, most of which are
unremunerative for bringing financial
inclusion to some extent without Public
Sector Banks?
2. Has any Private Sector Bank taken over an
ailing Public Sector Bank and turned it
around? If the Public Sector Banks could
take over 24 ailing Private Sector Banks
including Global Trust Bank which had a
loss of Rs.1100 Cr, how do you measure
efficiency?
3. Dhanlakshmi Bank Ltd is accumulating
losses for the last 4 years. Why can't some
Private Sector Person take over and turn it
around?
4. All Public Sector Banks have increased
Gross Profits. Net loss is due to NPAs for
which the Economy and Govt policies are
responsible. Have you looked at the
Report of the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on NPAs? Why you have not
asked for implementation of the
recommendations?
5. The Banks Board Bureau brought few
people working in Private Sector to head
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Public Sector Banks.
performed any miracles?

Have they

6. H o w c a n M r. Ta m a l w r i t e a b o u t
performing last rites without looking at
the social goals performed by the Public
Sector which have brought relief to
millions of Indians?
7. Don't your authors know that just around
2000 A/cs are responsible for the major
NPA and if Govt really wants, it can take
action which will turn around all these
Banks?
8. Have you ever calculated the total dividend
received by RBI and the Govt from Public
Sector Banks and compared the same?
Have you looked at the total amount of
taxes paid to the Govt? If so publish the
details.
9. Ask the authors to read the RBI discussion
papers released on 11.08.2010,
27.08.2013 & RBI Report 2010 which
have talked about inefficiency of the
Private Banks and suggested to avoid
Corporate houses starting Banks. Do
these authors think that RBI functionaries
before Dr. Urjit Patel & Dr. Viral Acharya
did not have any knowledge or vision?
10. Are the representatives of the RBI &
Finance Ministry in the Boards of Public
Sector banks responsible for the loans
approved by them while they were in the
boards including Dr. Patel? Why they are
not questioned by you!
We demand a healthy debate on the issue and
not cynical comments without looking at the
reality.
D.Thomas Franco RajendraDev
General Secretary
All India Bank Officers' Confederation
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My Dear Comrades,
Time to rejoice, introspect and act

O

nce again we
thank you for
electing the
existing office bearers.
We will strive hard to live
upto your expectations.
We c o u l d f e e l t h e
happiness of you all from
the numerous congratulations messages, we received.
We can also rejoice that our Bank has done
excellently well during this financial year. This could
be possible only because of the hardwork of all the
Officers and employees. We have increased the
interest income and operating profit and reduced the
% of Net NPA. What is revealing is that NPA in SME,
Agri& Retail segments have come down, but for
large corporates, it has increased by 6.27% and for
Mid Corporate, the increase in NPA is 17.12%. The
consolidated balance sheet shows that investments
increased by 27.24% but net advances grew by 1.42%
only. Banking is for collecting Deposits and lending.
But due to demonetisation we could not increase loan
and the Bank has invested the money. Now we have
to increase the advances. On the NPA front what is
alarming is that the recovery was only 5% of the
closing level of Gross NPAs but fresh slippage is
40%. This is dangerous. Though the percentage is less
than last year, we have to go in for hardcore recovery
of Corporate advances including mid corporate. We
may have to rethink the Mckinsey recommended
outfits of CAG & MCG and bring them under the
Circle Management. This will lead to better coordination and follow up. There are instances that the
NBG branch rejected proposals have been sanctioned
by MCG without knowing the fact.
The Standalone Net Profit is 10484 Cr but

consolidated Profit after merger of Associate Banks
and Minority Interest has come down to 241.23
crores. With merger we are affected badly. Now we
can't go back. For one year, due to talks of merger
Associate Banks could not do expected business.
Now we have to win the confidence of customers,
staff and Officers and work hard.
The staff strength is a serious concern. Though the
strength has increased by 1833 than last year, the
deposit growth was 18.4% and advance growth
7.34% and the staff growth is 0.008% only. The
deposits have increased by 70% when compared with
March 13 and advances have grown by 50% but staff
strength has come down by 8% [228296 in 2013 to
209572 in 2017). This is going to tell upon the
performance. No alternate channel can match human
interaction. So the bank should have a rethink.
The service charges have created a dent on the image
of the bank. We hope that the Bank will have a relook
soon.
The SBOA Matric students have done excellently
well in +2 and class 10 examination. I had a
discussion with the new education secretary
Mr.Udayachandran IAS who has assured that the
unified syllabus will be improved to match CBSE
syllabus and his goal is to see Tamilnadu top NEET
exams. The housing project is progressing well and
cost is under control . Soon our members will occupy
their dream home.
The Privatisation efforts have lead to action by UFBU
and more actions will be announced soon. Wage
negotiation has started. We will have lot of action.
People's parliament for save Public Sector, campaign
for water and other actions are on the anvil. We will
also have our General Body which will be an
opportunity to rejoice.
We welcome our comrades from Associate Banks.
Comradely yours,

I remember the past, and I learn from it. I rejoice
and celebrate in the present, and I re-imagine the
future. Now is the moment that never ends. Rejoice
- Deepak Chopra
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(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary
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